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The article analyzes the concept of communication. It is a fundamental component of all human activities: the more 

person takes an active stance in the activity, the more it manifests itself as a communicative actor. Considered concept is based

on the activity, axiological and personal approaches, was pointed out that this is a complex process that has many factors 

influencing its development. 

It was revealed that the central place in interpersonal communication goes to skill to implement internal readiness and 

ability to communicate ("communication plan"). Was found that the development of communicative competence is an objective 

process, in which the main role is played by students, future professionals in the humanities as the most flexible segment of the

population. Basic concepts that are designated and thoroughly studied in determining the psychological features of 

communication in the future specialists in the humanities: communicative activity, communicative environment, internal 

readiness and ability to communicate, students.  

Keywords: internal readiness, communicative activity, the environment, communication, students. 

PROBLEM STATEMENT 

The person becomes the subject of dialogue possessing a certain level of communicative competence. It 

means not only art of adaptation to a situation and a freedom of action, but also ability to organise personal 

communicative space and to choose an individual communicative distance. 

The next logic is realised in a such case: than the communicative skills of the person correspond to socially 

recognised norms in a greater degree, then they are developed within a standard range in a greater degree, the more 

communicative competence the given person possesses. 

Communicative competences consist of a considerable quantity of components, many of which are 

independent from each other. These are components concerning to cognitive sphere and emotional sphere. Such 

components as a tendency to clear understanding of values and installations in relation to a specific goal, the 

emotional relation to activity, readiness and ability to self-training, self-trust and adaptability, assertiveness, some 

characteristics of thinking (in particular, a habit to abstraction, criticality, reaction to an existing problem), readiness 

for innovations and ability to decision-making, ability to group activity, etc., can replace or complement each other 

as components of effective behaviour. Communication competence is motivated abilities shown in personally 

significant activity for the subject, and valuable aspect is the main in the course of communications. 

The analysis of last researches and publications. From the point of view of ukrainian scientists it is 

wrongful to reduce communications process to transfer of the coded information from the subject to object. In their 

opinion, communication have invariably active, dialogical character. The same lines are inherent also in dialogue. 

Theoretical and methodological basis of research makes: a principle of unity of consciousness and activity, 

the system approach to studying of mental development and formation of the person (K.A.Abulhanova-Slavskaja, 

L.I.Antsiferov, B.G.Ananev, L.S.Vygotsky, B.F.Lomov, S.L.Rubinshtejn, A. P.Sannikova, Ju. M.Shvalb, etc.), 

methodological principles of the organisation of psychological research (B.G.Ananev, A.Anastazi, L.F.Burlachuk, 

V.A.Ganzen, V.N.Druzhinin, B.F.Lomovb S.D.Maksimenko), principles and mechanisms of socialisation of the 

person (V.V.Moskalenko, L.E.Orban - Lembrik, M.I.Piren, V.V.Stolin, etc.) The concept of self-development of 
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person of G.S.Kostyuk, general provisions of the personal and active approach (L C. Vygotsky, P.J.Galperin 

A.A. Leontev, h.p. of Rubinshtejn); the main psychological concept of activity and dialogue (M.I.Borishevsky, 

V.V.Davidov, A.N.Leontev, S.D.Maksimenko, V.G.Panok, I.D.Pasechnik, V.A.Semchenko); concepts of the 

language and secondary language person (G.I.Bogin, JU.N.sentr, I.I.Haleeva, K. M.Hitrik); the competence 

approach (AB Farm, I.A.Winter, J.G.Tatur); the cognitive approach in psychology (U.Najsser, R.L.Solso, 

V.P.Zinchenko), the theory of professional competence of the expert (Etc. Abakirova, B. G. Ananev, V. M. Berezin, 

E. V. Bondarevsky, E. V. Bulgakov, N. A. Dmitriev, E. F. Zeer, G.G.Ilyin, A. M.Ishakova, I. V.Kondrin, 

N. B.Krylov, M.S.Lukjanchikova, N.I.Meshkova, A. P.Sadohin, T. G.BrAzH, . ), communications theories 

(A. G.Asmolov, G.V.Borozdina, L.A.Karpenko, In M.Kunitsyn, V. A. Labunsky, M.I.Lisina, A.K.Markova, 

B.D.Parygin V.N.Panferov, A.A.Rean, V.V.Ryzhov, E.F.Tarasov, T.N.Ushakov, J. Bowlby,  Argyle, JS Bruner, 

AW Comb, ML Hoffman), theories of communicative competence (G.M.Andreeva, Ju.K.Babansky, A.A.Bodalev, 

A.A.Leontev, B.F.Lomov, L. A. Petrovsky), a principle of active methods of training (O.F.Bondarenko, 

M. M. Zabrotsky, T.D.Scherban, T.S.Jatsenko). 

The research objective finds out the definition of influence of the communicative competences on a 

culture of communications of the future experts of a humanitarian sphere. 

THE BASIC MATERIAL AND RESULTS OF RESEARCH 

 T.Parsons considers communication as dialogue, interaction between people. K.Cherri notices that 

communication - "is a social phenomenon", "social dialogue" with use of the numerous communication systems 

made by people among which the main thing, "are doubtless,  human speech and activity" [8]. 

The analysis of works which are insisted on division of terms by "communications" and "dialogue", has 

allowed to reveal two main distinctions in term definition: 

1. Dialogue has both practical, and spiritual character whereas communication are purely information 

process, 

2. Dialogue is represented by intersubject interaction, and its structure dialogical while communication is 

an information communication of the subject with that or other object [1, 4, 5, 6]. 

The art of dialogue, as well as any art in general, is connected with emotions, feelings, experiences. 

Installations and stereotypes in many respects define the character of dialogue of the person, its reaction to arising 

concrete situations. The general moral-aesthetic requirements are formed in the person under the influence of 

process of socialisation and these requirements in concrete standards are embodied, using which person states an 

estimation to associates [4]. 

The increase of the part of "the human factor" demands to strengthen attention in the course of preparation 

of the expert of a humanitarian profile concerning ability to establish and support contacts which make a dialogue 

framework in various kinds of professional work  

Ability to provide contact is a difficult function. We allocate following abilities of students of a 

humanitarian profile: 

- Display of communicative activity; 

- Ability to express adequately this intention by speech, gestures. 

Using the concept  "contact", means only one part: how the person enters dialogue and how it supports the 

contact. Actually all is much more difficult, it is possible to define following basic functions of contact in dialogue: 

entering in the dialogue, installation of the level of intimacy, reconstruction of the points reached in the dialogue, 

change of disposition of the dialogue (from formal to informal and on the contrary), keeping of the leadership from 

one interlocutor to another, an exiting from dialogue. Certainly, not all these functions are equally actual for socially 

focused kind of the dialogue peculiar to the future expert in process of professionalism. 

The central place in interpersonal communications is occupied by abilities to realise the dialogue plan. 

These abilities include following components: 

1. A choice and consecutive observance of the certain stylistic register. Optimum in this activity is 

considered ability to find the register necessary in this case, which has the greatest efficiency of influence. 

2. Full and differentiated use of necessary language means - lexical, grammatical, phonetic, etc. Full use is 

attraction of a maximum of the potential given by language. Differentiated use is a choice among possibilities such 

as the best way to express opinion and mood of a communicator. 

3. Conscious and purposeful application of paralinguistic and other nonverbal means (loudness of speech, a 

logic accent, intonation, pauses, gestures etc.). 

4. The ability to control own voice. 

The success of interpersonal communications depends on socially psychological abilities. These abilities 

provide ability to create and support in the opinion of opponents such image which is most favourable from the 

point of view of efficiency of your communicative influence. In social psychology it is called self-giving. 

Each form of the communication has its own psychological possibilities and features. However, the basic 

groups of communicative abilities allocated by us provide efficiency of dialogue. 

The category "culture of communication" involves many researchers with depth of the maintenance and the 

importance for each aspect of human life and activity. That concept has a set of semantic shades that leaves the mark 

on understanding and using the term "culture of communications". 
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In ukrainian literature M. Vasilik considers culture as historically certain level of development of a society, 

a creative power and abilities of the person, expressed in types and forms of the organisation of life and activity of 

people, in their mutual relations, and also in created by them material and cultural wealth [3]. 

In ukrainian cultural science dominate two research direction. From the middle of 60 the culture was 

considered as set of  the material and the cultural wealth created by the person. Axiological interpretation of culture 

consists in calculation of that sphere of life of the person which it is possible to name the world of values. The 

concept of culture is applicable to this world from the point of view of supporters of this concept. It arises as a result 

of the previous activity of the person which is shown as difficult hierarchy of significant for a concrete public 

organism spiritual and material formations. 

The second treatment of concept of culture is based on activity approach. The culture is considered as a 

specific way of activity, as the qualitative characteristic of person’s ability to live - both public, and individual. 

Searches of the substantial definition of culture have led to understanding of a patrimonial way of life of the person 

in the world, exactly, to human activity as to an original substance of human history. From this point of view the 

culture is understood as a system of not biological developed mechanisms thanks to which activity of people in a 

society is stimulated, programmed and realised. 

E.Bondarevska names the third approach which is the personal approach to definition of concept "culture". 

This approach consists in consideration of culture as environments which allows to develop. 

In these concepts the culture is understood as all displays of human subjectivity and qualities describing the 

cultural level of a society, cultural and historical epoch in its human measurement: level of freedom, erudition, 

morals, spirituality of people, their abilities to cultural self-development. The person acts here as the original creator 

of culture [1]. 

It is possible to define following functions of communicative culture from the above-stated: 

1. Making of a new knowledge, norms, values, orientation and values; 

2. Accumulation, storage and distribution of knowledge, norms, values; 

3. Reproduction of spiritual process through maintenance of its continuity; 

4. The communicative function providing sign interaction between subjects of activity, their differentiation 

and unity; 

5. Society socialisation through creation of structure of the relations mediated by cultural components; 

We allocate points which make the culture which are necessary for us for concept definition of "culture of 

communications" of the future expert of a humanitarian profile in the course of it professionalism. 

1. Spiritual and moral values, ideals, norms. 

2. Knowledge, abilities, skills of realisation of professional activity which also concerns communicative 

activity. 

3. Personal qualities, abilities and the relation of the person to the nature, and to another. 

All three aspects of culture are reflected in vocational training, professional activity and professional 

development of the person. Cultural regulation of human activity is carried out through system of values. Values are 

advantages of certain senses and the ways of behaviour constructed on their basis. 

The term "competence" describes that variety of knowledge, abilities, personal qualities, properties etc. 

which the person according to the place in the social and professional validity should possess That is the competence 

can be described in terms of knowledge, abilities, skills, experience, abilities etc. the Term "competence" specifies 

in conformity of the real and necessary in the person, the level of the individual assignment of competences content 

which is a quality indicator. Thus competence can describe the mastering by the person of several competences, in 

particular, communicative competence can be defined as mastering by the expert by all communicative 

competences. 

Realisation by the person of the subjectivity in dialogue is connected with presence in it a necessary level 

of communicative competence. Definition of communicative competence was given by different authors. 

The first definition of "the communicative competence» was given by D.Hajmz in 1972, having added it to 

a concepts of "the linguistic competence", presented by N.Homsky in 1965. He asserted that the statements has the 

special rules which are submitted to a grammar rules. Mastering of them provides ability to use language in the 

course of communications. D.Hajmz united this concept by the next competences: 

- Linguistic (language rules); 

- Socially - linguistic (rules of dialect speech); 

- Discursive (a rule of construction of semantic expression); 

- Strategic (rules of maintenance of contact to the speaker). 

In L.Petrovska’s activity approach communicative competence is understood as set of skills and the 

abilities necessary for construction of effective communicative action in a certain situations of interpersonal 

interaction. Competence in communication assumes readiness and ability to build contact on a different 

psychological distance (discharged and close), and also development of adequate orientation of the person in itself 

which are own psychological potential, partner potential, in a situation and a problem [2, 6]. Difficulties can be 

connected with the inertia of the position. Competence of communication is usually connected with mastering not 

any one position as the best, but also with adequate familiarising with their spectrum. Flexibility in adequate change 

of psychological positions is one of the essential indicators of competent dialogue [7]. 
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A. Holidej defines the communicative competence as internal readiness and ability to dialogue. In 1975 has 

been given the description of the communicative competence by D.Vaneko on the basis of specifications of the 

Council of Europe. He considered that the communicative competence includes following components: 

- The linguistic competence (knowledge of grammatical rules); 

- Socially - linguistic competence (ability to use and interpret language forms according to a situation); 

- The discursive competence (ability to understand and to build logically separate statements with a view of 

semantic communications); 

- The strategic competence (ability to use verbal and nonverbal strategy for indemnification of missing 

knowledge); 

- Socially - cultural competence (certain level of acquaintance with socially - cultural context); 

- The social competence (desire and readiness to interact with others, ability to operate a situation). 

There are also other approaches to what to include in the communicative competence. For example, in 

L.Fedorova approach, a kernel of communicative competence is the mechanism of speech communications in which 

basis is the social interactions regulating social relations. The given mechanism is described at two levels: 

communicative on which interlocutors are presented on their activity in dialogue, and sociological in which 

interlocutors are considered as carriers of certain social roles. 

V. Zaharov and N. Hrjashchevaja build factors of competence of dialogue thus: knowledge in the field of 

psychology of the person, group, dialogue; dialogue skills; correction and development of the instructions necessary 

for successful dialogue, ability to estimate and perceive adequately itself and other people, and also the mutual 

relations developing between people; correction and development of system of relations of the person. 

Communicative competence is an ability to establish and support necessary effective contacts to other 

people, according to the definition formulated by J. Zhukov. We include in the competence structure some set of 

knowledge, the abilities providing effective course of communicative process. Communicative competence is 

considered as system of the internal resources necessary for construction of effective communicative action in a 

certain circle of situations of interpersonal influence. The communicative action includes the analysis and a situation 

assessment, formation of the purpose and operational structure of action, realisation of the plan or its correction, an 

estimation of efficiency [5]. 

According to I.Zimna, «the most general and wide definition of adequate display of social human life in a 

modern society is considered through the communicative competence». B.Oskarsson results the list of base skills 

which can substantially be interpreted as competence. According to B.Oskarsson, they are volume, «they develop in 

addition to the specific professional skills. Such key competence include, besides other, ability of effective work in a 

command, planning, the solving of problems, creativity, leadership, enterprise behaviour, organizational vision and 

communicative skills» [5]. 

V.Snetkov has allocated a communicative minimum, mastering which is desirable for all in professional 

work. The base communicative minimum represents the list of requirements to theoretical knowledge (about 

psychophysiological and psychological features of perception people each other, features of verbal and nonverbal 

behaviour of people in the course of communication, structure of interpersonal communication in the organisation 

etc.), to skills and abilities of the expert. The author allocates techniques of communication: active and passive 

hearing, synchronisation, strategy of conducting dialogue, removing of disagreements of interlocutors, removing of 

the emotional pressure, the statement, verbalisation, a question, interpretation, pauses, communications, etc. 

Also V. Snetkov allocates various practical abilities, for example, ability to understand psychological 

features of the interlocutor, ability to observe and consider features of verbal and nonverbal behaviour of the 

interlocutor while listening to messages.  

The narrow or operational approach to all complex of features of the communicative person as base for 

construction of model of communicative competence leaves only operational block which is the block of skills. The 

methodological base for such restriction consist that the sphere of communicative skills is the last, the highest level 

of the transactional model which is built on over all other levels. The logic is: than in a greater level communicative 

skills of the person correspond to socially recognised norms, then in a greater level they are developed within a 

standard range, the more communicative competence the given person [7] 

CONCLUSIONS 

It is possible to make a conclusion that the communicative competence is a system of the internal resources 

necessary for construction of effective communication in a certain circle of situations of personal interaction and are 

necessary condition for successful realisation of the person. 

The person living in a modern society should meet in the daily professional and private life more and more 

wide spectrum of becoming complicated communicative problems. It is connected and with occurrence of a 

polycultural society, washing out of borders of various ethnic and social groups, and with an intensification of an 

information exchange, both in the course of preparation of the future expert of a humanitarian profile and in its 

professional work. 
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